Dialogue of self and soul
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-.: 3-armeen has built her reputation as an artst primarily on
i :-:: 3Jrs that show both versatility and control, and exp ore certain
---"^) deas and themes the self, the world, beauty and truth for
-.r--:: Sie has also done etchings, mixed medra work and acrylic
,::-.-JS that are dstingushed by neat forma

:

arrangements, an

::.. .. use of colour and space, and an inwardly expanding sensibil ty
- ,-- :::(s refuge from the turmoils of the world rn quiet moments of
'-' -:. r'.r Sharmeen s views of time and reality are often angst-filled and

:

:: ng but she nevertheless hopes for a revival o{ the human spint.
.-.-:ensth nk ng has been inf uenced bymodernistwritersand poets

: -r .

- :s Baucela

down she pers sts n her romant c
of the creative imaginat on to change the world One
'
-: :::s quite a few images and ideas from these two poets in her work,
: . - - rs lvladame Sosostris, the ser o-com c clairvoyant who can read
,' - -':':rtune but cannot prevent a bad cold; or the hyacinth. that e usrve
-cf iertr ty and sexuality in The Waste Land,' or images of darkness
'-:, - :,./ th a sense ot evil, taken directly from Les F/eurs du Mal One a so
:-r> -3\f Sharmeen has taken certarn ideas from these two poets and
--:i :hem nto themes and motifs of her work: Baudelarres probing
1,ss of complex emotional states, or Eliots preoccupation with
.:-'.-a stagnatlon, alienatron and neurosis, for example. ln doing so
l - :'^-een seems to be remrndinq her viewers of the dlre state of affairs
.-: .',cr C has been pushed into. Modern men and women, she tends to
: -o\.,e are victims of self-delusion, spir tua conf us on and decept on.
.

,.

.

-

re and E iot, but deep

=' ^ .he power

-

The exhibition displays of a number of series works, showing her recent
shift towards the philosophical and the sublime: Spontaneous Beauly,
lntimations, Death and a few small compositions titled E/egy (which
accommodates a sub-series, Black Rain).lf Spontaneous Beau4l leans
towards the romantic in its search for Wordsworthian beauteous forms'
and a celebration of the creative powers of the imagination, Dealh shows
the corrosive powers of evil, Certain recurring motifs in her work - the
snake, withered leaves - are suggestive of her dual themes of evil and
death. The exhibition, to a large e)dent, is a reflection on death - more
precisely, on the rather tenuous connection between life and death.

. ::

Certain motifs, such as the boat, fish and kash flowers are, however,

.

Sharmeen's composition, in its visual arrangement, stresses on the

:

S'arrneen s work shows both a modernist preoccupat on with time, flux,
oss of a centre and the disappearance of faith and a romantic
.oncern for beauty and truth, rmagination and sol tude. Technology, she
ce reves rs erod ng our humanrty. Morairty has ceased to be a gurd ng
icrce in human conduct. Eternal verities exist only in a poet's imagrnation.
=aced wth such unsettlrng prospects, she asks hersef: What can be

evocative of the powers of life. But these powers, at best, remain illusory.
'Am I beautiful?' she asks, but there is no clear answer. An artist's place in
thisworld has also become uncertain.

interaction between space and form, and occasionally, textured surfaces

for a gradual unfolding of her thought, Colours are carefully arranged:
black now appears with a renewed zeal. But there are also moments of
playfulness, as when she allows bits of brushwork to spill into the
mounting. Overall, her work creates a fine balance between life and

:.e

death, negating any strong, pessimistic pull. Even the elegies, in the end,
point to a new beginning of the cycle of death and life,

:cne? How can we get out

The installation, Sharmeen's maiden venture in the field, is an elaborate
arrangement that examines and comments on the contemporary human
situation. lt highlights her concerns over the loss of faith, of any anchoring
centre of life and morality, and the fragmentation of life and imagination,
Dust jackets of philosophlcal and other books by thinkers, social
commentators and creative writers; a magic mirror that viewers look into
attheir own peril, since what stare back at them will be their own distorted
faces; a fortune teller with a parrot picking up fortune-cards; a young

of the mess we have created?

S-a'meens latest exhibit on, Truth, Beauty and Me, seeks to answer
-:se qLrestrons, and, n the process, raise some new ones. What is the

::s,:rce of beauty?

or, What ieads one to en ightenment? The exh bition,

. :: o consisting of some acryi c parntrngs done on canvas and paper,
:: j ssme m xed media work plus a room-srze installation bnngs some of
='-'- : d concerns to the fore those that reflect her unease about the
-' conditron - but, as the exhrbrtion s 1it e ref lects, it also shows her
.--.y ne nward for a resolution

of these concerns. Sharmeen s work is

r- ng ncreas ngly self-reflective, as she brings her own perceptions
- - l a,/' n exam ning the human condition. lt is also to some extent
...- -; iowards the philosophical, especia ly where she evokes
:

-

-,-.^: si c sent ments and piaces much emphasis on the redemptive
.-,.,:'-:f art beauty and morality. Her attempt seerns to be to extract

I

some underlying truth from visual experiences rather than merely record
them. To that end, a visual element in Sharmeen's work is both an image
and an interpretation of whatthe image means.

woman sleeping on a bed with golden and silver magic wands at her
head and feet respectively, which the viewers rearrange to wake her
up all create an effect of confusion, aimlessness and despair, The
installation is a statement on our contemporary state of knowledge, on
our eagerness to replace rationalism with fairytale solutions, and our
inability to know ourselves. However, like her paintings and mixed media
work, the installation essentially leads the viewers to a dialogue with their
own inner selves. For, as Sharmeen believes, unless one speaks to one's
soul, the problems that confront us today will remain intractable, and,
eventually, beyond our comprehension.

